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ACHIEVING
STELLAR
HEIGHTS
Live like a star! Achieve celebrity status as SMDC helps you
envision living your life to the fullest. Built with features and
conveniences required to live your life on the high-rise, the
company has more than 20 quality offerings to suit your
winning lifestyle. Stay on top with the help of the Metro’s
most sought - after areas of Quezon City, Manila, Makati,
Ortigas and the progressive Mall of Asia Complex.
Escape, retreat and have a grand time in the comforts of your
own home. More than changing the skyline, SMDC is about
changing the way you live.

We show you the living spaces
of those who take success as a
serious business.

Five-star living for the
Five-star student

Luxury living in
prime locations

ON THE COVER

Experience the difference
of the SMDC signature
lifestyle.
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PARADISE
FOUND

Find your own space where you can live the life you want.
In this concrete jungle, it is a pleasure to have a sanctuary
that offers many possibilities. Knowing time is precious,
SMDC wants you to spend every moment doing and
being at your best. Whether it’s for work or leisure, let
yourself soar to even greater heights.

PARADISE FOUND
Dainty prints, delicate blooms and
an ocean motif come together in this
laid-back and inviting living area.

HAVE A SEAT
Put together a relaxing corner in
your space, with your favorite
chair adorned with implements of
your choice. For more personality,
do not be afraid to complete the
composition with pieces that have
sentimental values.
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Take pleasure in the yearlong summer without ever leaving
home. Shore Residences exudes a summer vibe that makes
you want to stay and just chill. It boasts of more than 15,000
sqm of amenities such as multiple beach-like swimming pools,
landscape gardens, gazebos, a half basketball court, function
rooms, jogging trails, amenity lounges, kids play area & multipurpose playfield. Prime units with direct access to the amenity
deck, via the balcony, give an authentic beach island getaway
feel. The invigorating resort-inspired facade harmonizes with the
laughter and cheers that can only come from having a good time
under the sun.

1 BEDROOM UNIT WITH BALCONY
+ 27.67 SQM

LIFE IN THE
BEACH

BLUES
This rhythmic hue effectively gives any room a
sense of balance and depth. Available in various
tints, choose the one that provides an arresting
focal point to your space. Turquoise and royal blue
lend a grand feel while powder blue is oftentimes
associated with serenity.

FLOOR PLAN FOR SHORE RESIDENCES

PARADISE FOUND

INSPIRING
TOUCHES

Do you want your space to be an instant
standout? Group together various pieces
to visually anchor a corner. Combining
lavish textures and bold prints always
does the trick.
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Take it a notch higher by bringing together all
of life’s little pleasures and enveloping them
with majestic views of the Makati skyline and
the Manila Bay. Shell Residences has four midrise towers with 16 floors each that all offer
access to the luxurious amenity deck. Enjoy a
staycation in its resort-like amenities including
private gazebos and multiple swimming pools.
The development also boasts of two grand
lobbies, a playground for kids, a clubhouse and
a function room. Shopping aficionados are in
for a treat with the various commercial and retail
establishments in the area. Enjoy endless options
for recreational activities any time from dining
to leisure and entertainment centers that can be
found inside the MOA Complex.

1 BEDROOM UNIT WITH BALCONY
+ 26 SQM

TROPICAL
CALM
DRAWERS
You can never have too much storage space in a
condominium, so it is a must that you invest in
quality pieces built with compartments to keep
clutter at bay.

FLOOR PLAN FOR SHELL RESIDENCES

PARADISE FOUND

Amidst Manila’s hustle and bustle, live a life with a breeze of
elegance. Breeze Residences is sure to catch your fancy with
amenities such as an infinity pool, grand lobbies, a lounge
area, a sky lounge and function rooms. Through the balcony,
prime units at the 8th floor have direct access to the pools and
amenity deck. Delight in some of the city’s best malls, hotels
and entertainment destinations just a few minutes away. All
these and more make Breeze Residences a sound choice for
cosmopolitan living.
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WHITES

Pristine and collected, a space
predominantly done in white allows for
endless design possibilities. Not to mention
that it creates an illusion of bigger space,
making your room airy and flowing.

Reign supreme in your
sanctuary with a seating
option that effectively centers
your entire setting.

1 BEDROOM UNIT WITH BALCONY
27 SQM

A BREATH OF
FRESH AIR

Give your room a
heightened sense of
style with surprising
elements courtesy of
pieces that combine
form and function.

FLOOR PLAN FOR BREEZE RESIDENCES

FULL
HOUSE

If there is one thing central to our culture no matter
how modern our surroundings get, it is our high
regard for the family. SMDC projects are thoughtfully
designed so that families who inhabit the place would
cherish their homes and thus bring its members closer
to each other. It is true that a well put-together space
is aesthetically pleasing, but the most important décor
inside the home is the laughter of those who live in it.

FULL HOUSE

SLEEP
TIGHT

Ideally, you spend onethird of your lifetime
in the bedroom, so it
shouldn’t be surprising why
attention must be paid
in putting this important
space together. Apart from
the bed being the center,
make your bedroom most
comfortable for getting a
good rest by employing
the correct textures and
lighting fixtures.

Grace Residences takes on a modern contemporary
structural design that strikes a wonderful equilibrium
between serenity and power. Inside the development,
residents are treated to luxurious essentials courtesy of
the amenities and features including a swimming pool, a
basketball court, play and lawn areas. A space surrounded
by lush greens gets one in a contemplative mood. The
calm inside, however, is a beautiful contrast to its lively
surroundings. With its close proximity to the burgeoning
district of Bonifacio Global City as well as Makati and
Ortigas CBDs, residents are given the opportunity to
unwind after work. There are endless choices of places to
chill out courtesy of SM Aura, The Fort Strip and Bonifacio
High Street. The great location also offers easy access to
top schools, medical institutions and all the conveniences
necessary to live a modern life.
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OFFICE
TABLES

Spruce up corners and
spaces in your condo unit
with furniture pieces that
add an element of novelty.
Office tables can be used
in many different ways: as
a console, it can contain
conversation pieces for
that added personality,
and as a center table, it
can hold the entire setting
together. In choosing your
table, you can never go
wrong with solid wood,
while a glass and chrome
combination lends a
contemporary air.

1 BEDROOM UNIT WITH BALCONY
27.3 SQM

HUSHED
ELEGANCE

FLOOR PLAN FOR GRACE RESIDENCES

FULL HOUSE

Wake up to the smell of freshly brewed coffee and an
assortment of the finest pastries – a love affair that you can
have without leaving your bed!

A FRESH
START

16

In decorating a space, you
can never go wrong if you
use nature as your central
theme. Apart from giving
corners a much needed
shot of lively colors, it also
allows for a nurturing vibe
to flourish.
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Accoutrements in dark
finish evoke a feeling of
subtle elegance. Combine
it with a few obelisks in
varying heights for greater
visual appeal.

Anchor corners with
dual purpose pieces to
promote intelligent use
of space.

STUDIO UNIT
19.7 SQM

A breath of fresh air in the heart of Quezon
City, Trees Residences is a 19-tower residential
complex located in the Novaliches district, one
of the busy city’s most popular suburban areas.
Everything you require for a comfortable living
surrounds you at Trees Residences as it is only
five minutes away from SM City Fairview and
other malls. Giving families exclusive access to
amenities and facilities such as function rooms,
a swimming pool, covered walkways and a
multi-purpose court, it allows them to live a
contemporary and upbeat lifestyle. Built with
its own Savemore Market, Trees Residences
also saves travel time for grocery shopping so
there can be more family bonding moments at
home.

STYLISH ORNAMENTS

FLOOR PLAN FOR TREES RESIDENCES

ON TOP OF
THE GAME
The urban jungle is not for the faint of heart. It is filled with various
challenges that are meant to weed out the weak and proclaim the
strong as winners. It is also brewing with opportunities that are
as intoxicating as success. With its central location that allows for
many possibilities and amenities that let the beaten soul recuperate
from the daily grind, there is no place more appropriate for these
victors to call home than these offerings from SMDC.

ON TOP OF THE GAME

GOLD RADIANCE
Imposing and ever-glamorous, gold is
synonymous to achieving the highest
standards – and there is no reason
why this fabulous color must not be
in your bedroom.

Shine Residences takes on a sophisticated neo-classical
inspired architecture that provides a refreshing break to the
assemblage of vertical structures at the Renaissance Center
in Ortigas Central Business District. The development
is mere minutes away from shopping malls such as SM
Megamall and The Podium, as well as from the Philippine
Stock Exchange and other established career hubs in
Ortigas Center. With the combination of its location and
first-rate amenities orchestrating the perfect system to allow
business and leisure to seamlessly meld together, Shine
Residences is truly the choice address of those who are
destined to sparkle.
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STUDIO DELUXE
23.47 SQM

TIMELESS
STYLE

PRIME ADDRESS
Found in a central location where everything
seems to revolve around you, Shine Residences
gives you the advantage of having that elusive
work-life balance.

FLOOR PLAN FOR SHINE RESIDENCES

ON TOP OF THE GAME

ACCENTS

With space considered as
luxury, it is smart to use accents
that are not only stylish, but
functional as well.

Fern is the newest development of Grass Residences, where residents
can enjoy a chic country club lifestyle. This residential condominium
is filled with features and amenities that promote not only recreation
and relaxation, but also a healthier total well-being. Residents can take
a refreshing dip at the swimming pool or walk around the landscaped
gardens. Its location affords residents a number of advantages including
easy access to public transportation and major transport systems, close
proximity to schools and universities, as well as famous recreational and
dining destinations in Timog and Tomas Morato districts. Residents are
also provided with an exclusive bridgeway connecting the building to
SM North Edsa, making the famous commercial hub an extension of
the residential amenities.
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CHIC LIFESTYLE

1 BEDROOM UNIT WITH BALCONY
26.8 SQM

FOLLOW THE
NORTH STAR

Mimic the modern vibe of your surroundings
with contemporary furniture pieces done in
subdued earth tones. Balance the composition
with rich, vibrant hues to uplift the spirit.

FLOOR PLAN FOR FERN AT GRASS RESIDENCES

ON TOP OF THE GAME

After the success of Mezza Residences, the company unveils
yet another exciting offering for those who aspire to make
it big. Towering over the other developments in the area,
Mezza II Residences is strategically situated in Quezon City,
just right across SM City Sta. Mesa. The location provides
residents with easy access to key career-centric hubs in
the Metro. Furthermore, Mezza II Residences is equipped
with different facilities that allow for an effective balance
between work and play. Part of its forward design are
features that render an upscale living, such as the sky lounge
with enthralling views of the Metro skyline, a swimming
pool, and commercial spaces that occupy the ground level.
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LIVING ROOM
REBOOT

For an undeniably artistic space, employ
various pieces that are finely crafted.
Always remember that the essence of
design lies in the detail.

1 BEDROOM UNIT FACING AMENITY
23.47 SQM

MAKING
IT BIG

FLOOR PLAN FOR MEZZA II RESIDENCES

HIP LIVING
Crafting your future is not an easy feat, but it doesn’t mean it
can’t be fun at the same time. SMDC’s visionary approach to
development gives the future movers and shakers of the society
a nurturing place to call home while busy achieving their goals.

HIP LIVING

COLOR YOUR
WORLD
Green Residences provides a nurturing environment for those
who work hard to pursue their goals. The 50-floor tower is set
to be a skyline icon, embodying the ambition and success that
drives its residents. Well-designed amenities such as the study
hall and a multi-purpose area provide its career-oriented tenants
venues to execute their carefully laid-out plans. And because they
understand the importance of a study-life balance, the residents
can make use of the game room and the fitness gym. The sky
lounge and the pool area with landscaped gardens are also
available for their leisure.

CYANS

Make a statement with an
unusual hue such as cyan.
While the color is such an
eye-candy on its own, you
can add more excitement
by incorporating different
prints like gingham and
stripes to add movement
and break the monotony.

GREEN

Refresh the mind with the cooling effects of
greens. Use varying tones such as emerald, sea
foam and lime to put together a room that is
fit for recuperation.

-

1 BEDROOM DELUXE WITH BALCONY
+ 36 SQM

ORANGE

Enhance your appetite
and further your
creativity with this
combination of red and
yellow. If used as the
color of the main wall,
it effectively brings the
small details to the fore,
allowing them to be
fully appreciated.
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FLOOR PLAN FOR GREEN RESIDENCES

PROJECT
LOCATION
MAP

LEGEND
SMDC PROJECT SITE
SM MALL
UNIVERSITY/ SCHOOL
ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
AIRPORT TERMINAL
LRT LINE 1 (BACLARAN TO ROOSEVELT
LRT LINE 2 (RECTO TO SANTOLAN)
MRT/ EDSA (TAFT AVE. TO NORTH AVE.
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